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A globally coordinated and sustained 
observing system of marine debris 
addressing knowledge gaps and diverse 
stakeholder needs with adequate data and 
information.

Vision

IMDOS Strategy Document
available from www.imdos.org
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Provide coordination and guidance 
to lead the marine debris community 
in establishing a sustained global 
observing system.

Mission



Strategic 
Objectives



Provide recommendations for the design and evolution 
of the observing system for marine debris.

How can IMDOS better engage with GRAs?

(a few examples)
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Essential Ocean Variable
Specification Sheet

Marine 
Plastics 
Debris

Name of EOV Marine Plastics Debris

EOV 
sub-variables

● beach litter: abundance per type & size category
● floating microplastics: abundance, weight
● floating macroplastics: abundance
● seafloor litter: abundance per type & size class (macro, micro)

Additional sub-variables under consideration:
● Macroplastics in biota (ingestion by seabirds, fish, sea turtles)
● Microplastics in biota (ingestion by seabirds, bivalves)

● Based on GESAMP WG40 recommendations for global scale monitoring 

● Setting globally-negotiated requirements for what to observe, when, 
where and how; estimates of readiness levels

→ guidance for GRAs to ensure compatibility of regional marine 
debris surveys within a developing global construct
→ collect feedback through GRAs on the adequacy of these 
requirements

Increasing Readiness Levels

CONCEPT

PILOT

MATURE



Promote the development of a global network of marine 
debris observations

Promote the use of harmonized sampling protocols, 
common metadata & data requirements 

How can IMDOS better engage with GRAs?





Jointly implement a federated and interoperable data 
management system.

How can IMDOS better engage with GRAs?



Towards a federated & interoperable data management system

digital.gpmarinelitter.org 

https://digital.gpmarinelitter.org


Engage and coordinate existing and new initiatives 
around marine debris observations and modelling.

How can IMDOS better engage with GRAs?



www.imdos.org



Successful implementation of the IMDOS vision globally 
depends on how well we coordinate regional observing 
efforts, in close collaboration with the GRAs where 
relevant.  

Addressing marine litter pollution requires regional 
implementation of globally accepted strategies, 
methodologies and data management solutions. 

Take-home message



THANK YOU


